CONTROL, ETHICS AND DISCIPLINARY BODY MEETING

Meeting of 19 January 2021
Dear Sir or Madam,

We are pleased to provide you with the operative parts of the decisions taken by the UEFA Control, Ethics and Disciplinary Body (CEDB) on 19 January 2021.

If a decision with grounds is issued, that full decision will be made available in the case law section of this website as soon as it becomes final and binding.

To navigate this document, you can click on the name of a case in the contents to jump to that particular decision and click on the header at the top of any page to return to the contents.

We trust this document will be of interest.

Yours faithfully,

UEFA

Angelo Rigopoulos
Managing Director of Integrity & Regulatory

Jacques Bondallaz
Chief of Regulatory & Disciplinary
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Date: 27 November 2020
Match: Northern Ireland vs. Belarus (3:2)
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Date: 1 December 2020
Match: Austria vs. Serbia (1:0)
**2020/21 UEFA Champions League**  
**Competition:** 2020/21 UEFA Champions League  
**Date:** 8 December 2020  
**Match:** **RB Leipzig vs. Manchester United FC** (3:2)

**RB Leipzig**  
**Charges:**  
- Late kick-off, Art. 11(2)(h) DR  
- Late kick-off (Mr. Julian Nagelsmann), Art. 11(2)(h) DR  

**Decision:**  
The Control, Ethics and Disciplinary Body has decided:  
- To warn RB Leipzig for being responsible for the late kick-off.  
- To close the proceedings opened against RB Leipzig coach, Mr. Julian Nagelsmann, for being responsible for the late kick-off.  
- RB Leipzig ensures that its coach is personally informed of this decision.

**Manchester United FC**  
**Charges:**  
- Improper conduct of the team, Art. 15(4) DR  

**Decision:**  
The Control, Ethics and Disciplinary Body has decided:  
- To fine Manchester United FC €12,000 for the improper conduct of its team.  
- The above fine must be paid within 90 days of communication of this decision.

**Competition:** 2020/21 UEFA Champions League  
**Date:** 8 December 2020  
**Match:** **Football Club Zenit vs. Borussia Dortmund** (1:2)

**Football Club Zenit**  
**Charges:**  
- UEFA Minimum Health & Hygiene Requirements for the return of spectators, para 12.5.3 (failure to maintain social distancing - ticket holders)  

**Decision:**  
The Control, Ethics and Disciplinary Body has decided:  
- To fine Football Club Zenit €5,000 for the violation of the UEFA Minimum Health & Hygiene Requirements for the return of spectators.  
- The above fine must be paid within 90 days of communication of this decision.
2020/21 UEFA Europa League
Competition: 2020/21 UEFA Europa League
Date: 26 November 2020
Match: PFC CSKA Moskva vs. Feyenoord (0:0)

PFC CSKA Moskva
Charges:
• Discriminatory conduct, Art. 14(1) & (2) DR

Decision: The Control, Ethics and Disciplinary Body has decided:
• To order the partial stadium closure of the PFC CSKA Moskva stadium (i.e. the sector(s) behind the goal where the home club supporters are seated) during the next UEFA competition match in which PFC CSKA Moskva will play as host club, for the discriminatory behaviour of its supporters.
• To order PFC CSKA Moskva to display a banner with the wording “#EqualGame”, with the UEFA logo on it, in the next UEFA competition match in which it will play as host club.

Competition: 2020/21 UEFA Europa League
Date: 3 December 2020
Match: AS Roma vs. BSC Young Boys (3:1)

BSC Young Boys
Charges:
• Assaulting another player (Mr. Camara Mohamed Ali), Art. 15(1)(e) DR

Decision: The Control, Ethics and Disciplinary Body has decided:
• To suspend BSC Young Boys player, Mr. Camara Mohamed Ali, for a total of three (3) UEFA club competition matches for which he would be otherwise eligible, for assaulting another player.
• BSC Young Boys ensures that the player is personally informed of this decision.
Competition: 2020/21 UEFA Europa League  
Date: 10 December 2020  
Match: **BSC Young Boys** vs. **CFR 1907 Cluj** (2:1)

**BSC Young Boys**

Charges:
- Rough play (Mr. Nsame Jean-Pierre Junior), Art. 15(1)(a)(ii) DR

Decision:
The Control, Ethics and Disciplinary Body has decided:
- To suspend BSC Young Boys player, Mr. Nsame Jean-Pierre Junior, for a total of two (2) UEFA club competition matches for which he would be otherwise eligible, for rough play.
- BSC Young Boys ensures its player is personally informed of this decision.

**CFR 1907 Cluj**

Charges:
- Improper conduct of the team (5 players or more), Art. 15(4) DR
- Unsporting conduct (Mr. Balgradean Cristian Emanuel), Art. 15(1)(a)(v) DR
- Abusive language at a match official (Mr. Đoković Damjan), Art. 15(1)(b) DR

Decision:
The Control, Ethics and Disciplinary Body has decided:
- To suspend CFR 1907 Cluj player, Mr. Balgradean Cristian Emanuel, for a total of one (1) UEFA club competition match for which he would be otherwise eligible, for unsporting conduct.
- To suspend CFR 1907 Cluj player, Mr. Đoković Damjan, for a total of two (2) UEFA club competition matches for which he would be otherwise eligible, for directing abusive language at a match official.
- CFR 1907 Cluj ensures its players are personally informed of this decision.
- To fine CFR 1907 Cluj €12,000 for the improper conduct of its team.
- The above fine must be paid within 90 days of communication of this decision.

Competition: 2020/21 UEFA Europa League  
Date: 10 December 2020  
Match: **AC Sparta Praha** vs. **AC Milan** (0:1)

**AC Sparta Praha**

Charges:
- Rough play (Mr. Dominik Plechatý), Art. 15(1)(a)(ii) DR

Decision:
The Control, Ethics and Disciplinary Body has decided:
- To suspend AC Sparta Praha player, Mr. Dominik Plechatý, for a total of two (2) UEFA club competition matches for which he would be otherwise eligible, for rough play.
- AC Sparta Praha ensures its player is personally informed of this decision.
Competition: 2020/21 UEFA Europa League  
Date: 10 December 2020  
Match: HNK Rijeka vs. **AZ Alkmaar** (2:1)

**AZ Alkmaar**
Charges:
- Rough play (Mr. Jesper Karlsson), Art. 15(1)(a)(ii) DR

Decision:
The Control, Ethics and Disciplinary Body has decided:
- To suspend AZ Alkmaar player, Mr. Jesper Karlsson, for a total of one (1) UEFA club competition match for which he would be otherwise eligible, for rough play.
- AZ Alkmaar Praha ensures its player is personally informed of this decision.

---

2020/21 UEFA Women’s Champions League  
Competition: 2020/21 UEFA Women’s Champions League  
Date: 9 December 2020  
Match: **WFC-2 Kharkiv** vs. WFC BIIK-Kazygurt (2:1)

**WFC-2 Kharkiv**
Charges:
- Violation of the UEFA Return to Play Protocol, para. 14.2.1 (stadium zoning, zoning plan) and Para. 14.2.3 (zoning access and movement on match day)

Decision:
The Control, Ethics and Disciplinary Body has decided:
- To fine WFC-2 Kharkiv €2,500 for breaching the UEFA Return to Play Protocol.
- The above fine must be paid within 90 days of communication of this decision.

---

2020/21 UEFA Futsal Champions League  
Competition: 2020/21 UEFA Futsal Champions League  
Date: 28 November 2020  
Match: **Tbilisi State University** vs. MVFC Berettyújfalu (3:4)

**Tbilisi State University**
Charges:
- Violation of the UEFA Return to Play Protocol, para. 14.3.1 (accreditation system application)  
- Specific Operational Provisions and Guidelines Regarding UEFA Futsal Matches, para. 14.2.1 (matchday organisation plans)

Decision:
The Control, Ethics and Disciplinary Body has decided:
- To fine Tbilisi State University €2,500 for the violations of the UEFA Return to Play Protocol and the Specific Operational Provisions and Guidelines Regarding UEFA Futsal Matches.
- The above fine must be paid within 90 days of communication of this decision.
**2021 European Women's Championship**

**Competition:** 2021 European Women's Championship  
**Date:** 27 November 2020  
**Match:** Northern Ireland vs. **Belarus** (3:2)

**Belarus**

**Charges:**
- Assaulting a match official (Mr. Maleyeu Yury), Art. 15(1)(h) DR

**Decision:**
The Control, Ethics and Disciplinary Body has decided:
- To suspend Belarus Football Federation head coach, Mr. Maleyeu Yury, for a total of five (5) UEFA national team competition matches in which he would otherwise participate, for assaulting a match official.
- The Belarus Football Federation ensures that its head coach is personally informed of this decision.

**2021 European Women's Championship**

**Competition:** 2021 European Women's Championship  
**Date:** 1 December 2020  
**Match:** **Austria** vs. Serbia (1:0)

**Austria**

**Charges:**
- Violations of the UEFA Return to Play Protocol, para. 7.3 (testing of identified target groups); para. 14.1.2 (obligation to wear a face mask); para. 14.3.1 (accreditation system application); para. 17.1.5 (photographers during the match)

**Decision:**
The Control, Ethics and Disciplinary Body has decided:
- To fine the Austrian Football Association €2,500 for the violations of the UEFA Return to Play Protocol.
- The above fine must be paid within 90 days of communication of this decision.